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1. The Problem
Abstract

Newton's laws of motion and their associated definitions encountered their first difficulty near the middle of
the nineteenth century.
Newton had designed his theory to describe the behavior of matter in space and time by inventing a
relationship between the force on a body and the resulting change in motion of the body. Such a description of
nature came to be called mechanical, and a large part of physicists' efforts were directed toward reducing all
aspects of physics to mechanics. These efforts were rewarded magnificently in the fields of heat, electricity, and
sound, in addition to astronomy and other more obviously mechanical areas. But they were far short of
success in describing the various phenomena of light. [excerpt]
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The Problem

Newton's laws of motion and their associated definitions
(see Chapter YIII, pp. 53-65) encountered their first diffi
culty near the middle of the nineteenth century.
Newton had designed his theory tQ_deMcribe t
behavior^of
matter in space and timejbyljnvejxtijig™^^
"The force on a body and the .resulting <jhange in motion of the
body. Such a description of nature came to be called mechan
ical, and a large part of physicists' efforts were directed
toward reducing all aspects of physics to mechanics. These
efforts were rewarded magnificently in the fields of heat,
electricity, and sound, in addition to astronomy and other more
obviously mechanical areas. But they were far short of success
ijx describing the various phenomenV of light."
Many experiments had led to the conclusion thatlight was_
a wave of some sorj:. jrlth thf^ wave's y i hrat i r>ns lifting
dicular to the direction of, travel-of the wave. Such waves are
daXTed transverse waves.. Water~waves are~~a~Tamiliar example of
transverse waves, the vibrational motion of the water taking
place up and down in the vertical direction, while the wave it
self moves horizontally. A plucked string also carries trans
verse waves.
For those imbued with the mechanical viewpoint, it was an
o^XlQUS -pey^
gggninq the exiatence--of-a. med j"" t" transnuTT the light waves. This., medium
called the eth&r. and i t.
'^s imaginedTto permeate all the universe. Light was thought
to travel through the ether much as vibrations travel through a
bowl of jelly.^^put any^such ether^would need unusual and at
b^extreme indeed. For example, gi^en light has a frequency of
"Srbout 6 X 10(6 followed by fourteen zeroes) vibrations per
second, so that the ether would need to be able to sustain thatmany vibrations each second. No mateirial known could do any
Riir.h thinp;.
"
t.

Further, the ether must offer no resistance to the motion
of material bodieC"^^
as air^offers to a thrown ^airT""""
Surely any such resistance to the motion of the planets wopld
have been observable, but none was noticed. Thus the ether,
able to sustain exceedingly high frequencies, must be rarified
indeed, at least when compared to the earth's atmosphere.
Also, it was known thatHp^ht

f^^xent velocities as
ac ^ l ace
^o^FSY.'"
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This was perplexing. If thei^e was no interaction between matt^ and the ether, and if the ether was to sustain light's
vi^raiioa, it was difficult to understand why„the
should
have different velocities in different materials.
At this stage two Englishmen, Michael Faraday (1791-1867),
an experimental physicist, and Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), a
theoretical physicist, were able to give a more complete de
scription of light. Maxwell invented some eauatinns to account
for the resultsof Faraday'g experiments. These equations,
originally cast to describe electric and magnetic phenomena,
suggested that light was an electro-magnetic wave. Furt-hes,
they seemfijfi tn indi^.^te that all eleclyp-magnetic waves,, regardiess of frequency,traveled with the same velocity in a
vacuum.
A simple example may illustrate what Maxwell's equations
predicted. As we know, two like charges repel each other. Sup
pose two like charges were suspended by fine threads separated
by some distance, as shown in Figure 1. Each would experience
a force due to the other's presence. Or in Faraday's and Max
well's language, each would be in the field of the other.

\
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d

^

An Experiment with Electromagnetic Forces.

Originally the charges are at A and A'. Now suppose we
were to mnv^
at A quickljT to .the position Bj , How
wr>iil 4
art«ay we began "lovirig (i;> befo^ the
charge (2) at A' would experience a different force due to-the
ngw position of (1)? Maxwell predicted that this time would-be
t^
as the time needed for light to travel through^the
distance d. in other words, he predicted~THat
% the disturbance
in the field would travel with the velocity of light.
The experiment described here would be difficult to perform.,
but HeTnrich HefTz (igoV-1894) did perform a completely equivalenl_(iia)iriment. in.^^^
verified Maxwell's predicli^r'"
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frequencies lower than our eyes can detect. If we
cillate the charge in our thought-experiment 6 x 10^^ times a
second, it would radiate green light. If we were to reduce the
fj^queiLcy stea^Jjr, it would successiveljrrraHra.te yellow
orange, red',"Trnfrar,edK a^^
If we were to increase
' it would radiate' successivCCyZl^
traYloiet, and x-ray frequencies. Collectively, these constit.ute the electromagnetic spectrum.
~
In one sweep Maxwell had iinifi^d the theories of electri
city, magnetism, and iiIn addition, he showed that force
lields (here electric and magnetic) were propag^ated with a
finite velocity. This is in contrast to the earlier view that
such forces made themselves felt instantly at all points, a
view called "action at a distance." We are not surprised that
this effect was not recognized earlier, when we remember that
light travels with a velocity of about 186,000 miles per second.
While .Fa^-aday and
had found new insights into the
vast realms of nature, they jeauired a no
gtrp"tj?
carry their el ertromagnAtir. waves than had been needed before
tTienr: Physicists wej^ st^J rifr'npied with efforts to i^rn\
more about the emhafore thev were through,
the emD'\rr"°'=""^"^'
hor-omo mnr-h keener.
^
The possible existence of the ether did offer the chance
to learn something important about the earth's absolute motion.
Newtnn had stated his-three -laws of motion (Chapter VIII, pp.
61-62) to be va-lid whf>n thfi r.nnrdinate system (frame of refer
ence) in which thiq fnrrpy and accelerations were,,ja(g.^sured was
at absolute rest nf mnvi ng wf t,h junif
vei nritv -r^ative fo
the system at rest.
^
gyctomg
ir»Qnod ii^prti ai
dr^nate svst^s. Since Newton's law involved acceleration
(time"fate of change of velocity), no mechanical experiment
could tell anyone whether he was at absolute rest or moving
with uniform velocity.
For example, if one were in an elevator either ascending
or descending with uniform velocity, a dropped orange would
reach the floor of the elevator in the same time that it would
take were the elevator at rest. The result would be the same
no matter what the elevator's velocity was. This is true, be
cause the orange would partake of the velocity of the elevator,
no matter what that velocity might be. Or imagine we are in a
train. If the train's velocity is not changing (that is, the
acceleration is zero), then our orange will strike the floor
directly below the point from which it is dropped. Such would
not be the case were the train to be speeding up or slowing
down (that is, when the acceleration is not zero). This ex
plains why we are conscious of the elevator's and train's mo
tion only when their velocities are changing. If the train
were moving with uniform velocity, it would be impossible to
devise a mechanical experiment wholly within the train that
would tell us the train's velocity. Galileo knew this. In his
Dialogue Concerning The Two World Systems, he had Salviati try
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to convince Simplicio of this fact by using the example of a
stone dropped from the mast of a moving ship (see Chapter VIII,
p= 29 ff.)
Physicists had been asking themselves for some time,
"Where is the
at absolute rest?" As we saw
above, Newton's laws gave them no hope of finding that <ayc|-|-oTn
Thus, in actual practice, an inertiai system was simply a system in which Newton's laws worked, predicted the right answers.
A system which worked well was one at rest with respect to the
apparent positions of the "fixed" stars. This was a bit embarrassing. Newton's laws worked in inertiai svstffmg ^
ai
systems were those in which Newton's laws worked. The argument
w^ TOO circular tor comfort,and everyone would have been very
pleased to find an independent way to identify inertiai systems.

B

h..!.- a....sy,.^tem. at rest in the ether would be an inertiai
system. Albert Mic^^so^™lTS5l-i93lT and Edward Morley (18381923} designed an ingenious and elaborate experiment to measure
the earth's velocity relative to the ether. They performed the
experiment in 1887, Their reasoning can be understood with the
help of the following analogy.
Suppose that we are in a boat traveling in a circle on the
surface of a lake. And suppose that the water waves are moving
on the lake's surface with a constant velocity V relative to
the still, deep water. How could we determine the speed of our
boat relative to the still water, taking only measurements from
the boat? Assume further that we cannot see the shore. Figure
II will help us to see how the question can be answered.

water w^ves
Y

/

\

\
\

(1),

/

n
Figure II.

Analogy to Michelson-Morley Experiment

We can measure the velocity of the waves, that is, the
velocity with which the waves pass our moving boat. This will
give us the velocity of the waves relative to the boat. At one
point in our circular path (1), our measurement will give us a
maximum value vi,
At another point (2), we will get a minimum
value Vg. It is easy to see that
VI a V + V

and

V2 - V - V

^
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These equations say simply that at point (1) we are adding our
velocity, v, to that of the waves, and at point (2) we are sub
tracting our velocity from that of the waves. If we are assured
that the velocity of the waves, V, has not changed while we
moved from (1) to (2), then these two equations tell us that
V = 1/2 (v^ - Vg)

Then we need only measure v, and
take the difference between
them, and divide that result by two.
This problem is exactly analogous to the problem facing
Michelson and Morley,
Viecomes the ether, tile wa-ter
1 i,ght wavftiji, and the boat becomes The earth, The
light~waves~; Being vibrations oT the etner, wouia"purely move
with constant velocity relative to the ether. If Michelson and
Morley could rnAasnrf^ thft vf>iocitv of light reaching the earth
wniie the eartirmoveg yirpt toward and then away from thfi-^Qifrce
ol liaht. theix thev comlri r a l r u l a t p t h e
veioclt^wTCTr
respect to the ether. And a cnnrdi nat<> gyat^.^ f^^od in the
e^er "would bp tv^
pionp'ht-fo^ initial system.
To the surprise of all, and to the chagrin of many^MichelMnriay fr.nmi-jar> Hi
wlll3.te_ver in.Ihgir measurgd
velocity of li^^iit whiia mnving toward and awav^Jbrcm the^ 1
, they found that their motion, of w"Eatever
kind, relative to the source made not the slightest difference
in their measured value of the velocity of light. This was as
though one were to learn that the number of water waves passing
the boat in a given interval of time was completely independent
of the boat's motion on the lake. The inertiai system which
seemed finally within g;rasp disappeared at the la^mon^at."
leaving behind
^ ""
Surely the velocity of a wave in a medium (here light in
the ether) depends only upon the properties of the medium. How
can this be reconciled with the Michelson-Morley result?
Further, these results seemed to contradict the wellestablished rule for adding velocities. Suppose someone were
riding on the back of a truck, the truck moving with a uniform
velocity V. Now if he throws two balls with the same velocity,
V, relative to the truck, one forward in the direction of the
truck's motion and one backward, then a man standing at rest on
the roadside would measure the balls' velocities as (V-f" v) and
(V - v) respectively. The relation between velocities^(or
other quantitiesX_ i^
systems^ moving at constant
veloci ty rei ati.v_e_±jD_<emhLMKirZiiIjcij^
. In
our little problem, we have used what is called the Galilean
transformation of velocity, which is a result of what is called
nalijftap Tftlati vi ty.
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Figure III.

Galilean Transformation.

The essence of a Galilean transformation is shown in Figure
III. Let the xy-system be moving with uniform velocity U rela
tive to the XY-system as shown. Let somebody at P have the
coordinates (x, y) in the one system and (X, Y) in the other,
and let the body's velocity in the xy-system be v in the direc
tion shown. Then we get
X - Xo+ X
where Xq is the location of the origin o of the xy-system as
measured in the XY-system. Further
V = U + V
where V is the velocity of the body when measured in the XYsystem. If the body is accelerating (changing its velocity),
the acceleration measured in the two systems will be the same.
These ;trans format ions of position, velocity, and acceleration between tlie two systems.constitute the Gall1 ean transforj^ations. They had, up to the time of the Michelson-Moriey experiment,
ade Qiiately - mej t he needs—fe3?^-.aJLJ_jLouasLtjoimatijoJ3S-.c^ thes e. qu an tit i es.
Further, they seemed to be comiraon-sense relations. Why did they
not work when one of the velocities (here v) was. the^v^elojcity
of light, iiL which, case _ t h e ^ a m e _ J S L e l o j c i t z „ J O , s b o t h
systems?
A number of physicists had a try at answeringthe question.
None,as compilely successful until Albert Einstein offered his
solution in 1905. In the meanwhile Hendrik Lorehtz~n[T8B3^^^^T!928)
showed what transformation equations were demanded by the Michelson-Morley result. Yet the justification for these new and sur
prising transformations within a general theory had to await
Einstein. This was somewhat analogous to the wait for Newton to
justify Kepler's laws of planetary motion, although the wait for
Einstein was much shorter.

